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Various approximation schemes in head field calculations for con-

ventional ring heads and thin film heads for longitudinal recording and

pole keeper heads for vertical recording and, to a lesser extent, the

readout waveform of the magnetoresistive heads are broadly discussed.

Relative merits, demerits and the precision of each calculation method

are also briefly discussed.

* An invited review presented at the 3rd Annual Symposium on Magnetism and Magnetic Materials held in

Taipei, April 1987.

I. INTRODUCTION

There are two key areas of interest in the physics of magnetic recording. One is the
recording (writing) process. The other is the reproducing (playback) process. The record-
ing processes is a highly nonlinear process, which has been a subject of rnuc*l discussion
from investigators around the world recentlyí. Yet none of the non-linearity of the pro-
blem, neitheríthe functional dependence of the magnetization transition width nor the ip-
depth distribution of it, is well understood; let alone the complicated behaviour of the
hysteresis minor loop patterns. The reproducing process is comparatively less complicated;
in that researchers are capable of analyzing the reproduce waveform through the use of the
reciprocity theorem, once the structure of the recorded pattern of the magnetization
transition is known. An in-depth understanding of the recording head field function is
usually a prerequisite, though not sufficient, to the study of the recording and/or reproduc-
ing process. In this paper we report various.approximation  schemes whereby the magnitude
and chaiacteristic  behaviour of the head field function in relation to the conventional ring
heads and vertical pole type heads will be broadly discussed and summarized, then follow
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536 FUNDAMENTALS OF THE RECORDING HEAD FIELDS

this by a new method of thin film head fields calculation. Finally, to a lesser extent the
reproduce waveform of the magneoresistive heads will also be briefly discurred. Hysteretic
behaviour of magnetic media will not be covered in this short article.

II. RING HEADS

The essence of a ring head is shown in Fig. 1. Typically it consists of a highly per-
meable magnetic core in a ring shape carrying N number of turns of current I and an air gap
of length g. Following Ampereís law one obtains

H. dl = NI (1)

or

H,g+HJ = NI (1 Y

where H, is the field strength along the path within the gap, HC is the field strength within

the core, g is the gap length and 1 the path length within the core. From any elementary

textbook on magnetic circuits, Hc is practically zero inside a highly permeable magnetic
core. Thus

H, 2 NI/g (2)

which is equivalent to the magnetizing field from a wire of NI windings evaluated at a dis-
tance g/2n from the wire center.

FIG. 1 Structure of a conventional ring head.

The flux paths, at the distance from the gap above the head surface where the medium
passes, are roughly semi-circular in shape. Ia Thus, if the integrating path is taken along this
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semi-circular path, one obtains the alternative expression

HZ
. 7rr

or

NIY NIX
Hx =

n(x” +yí)  ’
H, = -

77(x2  +yZ)

(3)

(3)’

Note that the field from a wire of NI windings evaluated at a distance r from the wire center
gives only half this value. The field components HX and HY are known as the longitudinal
component and vertical component respectively.

A more rigorous treatment of the ring head field calls for a more sophisticated
approach. Typically, a conformal mapping technique is used to calculate the field in the
close vicinity of the head gap*. A simpler alternative approach is to solve the 2-dim Laplace
equation with a 2-dim Green function3 to obtain:

Hx = Ho tan-1 g/2 + x +  tan_l 812 - x
71 Y Y

H
Y

_ Ho ln (g/2 - x)* + Y'

27l (g/2 + x)2  + YZ

(44

(4b)

where H, is the deep gap field as given above. In obtaining (4a) and (4b) the following
simplified approximations are generally made: First, the toroidal core is assumed to be in-
finitely permeable so that there is no potential drop within the toroid. Second, the
potential is assumed to vary linearly across the gap. The first approximation invariably leads
to constancy in magnetic potential, yielding a zero x-component of the field, HX = 0, on the
head surface but not along the gap face. Both approximations involve an error which is
relatively negligible if the head-to-media spacing is on the order of the gap length g. The
,error however, becomes increasingly significant when the spacing is only a small fraction of
the gap length, say 0.2g or less.

To obtain an exact head field distribution for an infinitely permeable head, fan
Employed a Fourier series expansion and the, Fourier integral method4. Referring to Fig. 2,

x

FIG. 2 Schematic diagram of a ring head: g: gap width, Hog: potential drop across the gap.
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we expand a ring head with potential difference -Ho g/2 and H,, g/2 between a gap length g
in a Fourier series 5 l6 to obtain

H Rx = H, + nzZ l Annn cos(2nn x/g)e*ììyís  , 0 < x < g/2, y Q 0 , (5a)-

H
x + g/2 x - g/2

Rx
=+[tan-l (y)-tan-l(  y )J +

00

C 2n(-)”  A n  J-’
ksinkg/2coskx

eCkydk, 0 < x, OGy
n=l O kZ - (2nn/g)’

= HEX +  HEX

Similarly,

H RY = F An n7r sin
2nnx_ e**ny/s ) 0  Gx<g/2,  y<o

n = l g

H RY = ZIn
Y2 +  (x -g/212 +

yz + (x + g/2)2

_ ksinkg/2 sinkx
z An 2n(-)*+I  Jo eeky dk, OGX, OGy

*=I k2 - (7nti/g)’

(5b)

(6a)

(6b)

where His is the Karlquist field, HEx characterizes the extent of correction from the Karl-
quist field, Hgy and HgY are interpreted similarly, and Am satisfies the relation

Am- = $ (_)m+l
2

[ g An(-)ìnnK,, +H,Lm]
*=I

(7)

in which Knm and Lm have been defined elsewhere4.
To get a feeling for the magnitude of the correction term Hix relative to the Karlquist

field one needs to evaluate the coefficients An. Also, the convergence of the head field dis-
tribution, that is the number of terms which need be retained in the Fourier series, depends
sensitively on the closeness of the spacing. For y/g > 0.2, ten terms suffice; at lower spac-
ings 40 or even 100 terms are required, in which a matrix of 40 X 40 or higher dimension
has to be dealt with. Typical An-values for n = 10 are AI = -0.85715, A2 = 0.028822, A,
= -0.014987, & = 0.009365, AS = -0.007481, A6 = 0.004788, A, = -0.003701, Ae =
0.002958, Ag = -0.002425, Alo = 0.002029. These ten An-values do not change very
much with a change in the number of terms retained. However, the head field undulates
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visibly within the gap region if insufficient terms are retained. Figure 3 shows the ring head

write field distribution for n = 24 based on Eqs. (5a) and (5b) (curve A) aíccompanied  by the
Karlquist field (curve B) and the relative correction term (curve C) at y/g = 0.1.

FIG. 3 Curve A: ring head write field distribution at y/g = 0.1 when 24 Anís are retained. Curev B: Karl-
quist head field; Curve C: Difference between area A and B.

Despite the accuracy of the above numerical calculation it seems too cumbersome to
suit practical needs. To overcome this short-coming Szczech and co-workers (SSP) derived a
three-parameter formula7 which is highly capable of reproducing the fine features shown in
curve A of Fig. 3. Employing a contour integral in the half-space above the head surface
known as the Poisson

HRx(x, Y> = L

where

integral the head field components can be expressed as

Ha, (t, 0) K, (t-x, Y) dt

Ha, (t, 0) K1, (t-x, Y) dt

@a)

(Sb)

are the equivalent kernel functions and Ha, (t, 0) is the x-component ring head field at the

gap face given by the parametric equation

A---
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H,,(t,O) = [A+ BgZ J Hs
l(cgY - tZ I

in which Hs = H,, (0, 0), g is the gap length and A, B and C are the parameters. Szczech
and co-workers used a finite difference methodto obtain the numerical values of the surface
gap field, allowing least square fitting of the parameters, A, B, C and Hs. Although different
numerical methods may lead to slightly different values of the parameters, A, B, C and Hs
they nonetheless yield essentially the same head field distributionsílí.  Table I lists the
numerical values of the parameters corresponding to n = 100, 200 in the Fourier series

TABLE I. Numerical values of the surface gap field parameters of ring heads

N = 30 100 200 SPPa FEM
A 0.855 1
I3 0.03659
C 0.5123
Hs -.

a = Ref. 7

0.8917 0.9196 0.835 0.9063
0.03017 0.02729 0.0433 0.03055
0.5080 0.5057 0.512 0.5098
0.8406 0.8380 0.83 0.8402

expansions, the results obtained by Szezech and co-workers (SSP) and those obtained by
the finite .element method (FEM). Figure 4 shows the comparison of the x-component ring
head field distribution based on the parameters obtained for n = 200, SPP, FEM and the
field from direct finite element calculation, denoted as FEM (direct).

4 D/G-O.  1

FIG. 4 Comparison of the x-component field at y/g = 0.05 based on the parameters N = 200, FEM, SPP
and from direct FEM calculation.
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III. POLE TYPE HEADS

To avoid ambiguity, it is necessary to begin this section by defining what is meant by
a pole type head in the context of the vertical recording. By a pole type head we mean a
single pole piece in coupling with a high permeability keeper layer which serves as an image
plane for the, former. With this definition it is easy to see that the pole type head field can
also be solved using the Fourier series and Fourier .integral methodî, as in the case of the
ring head. With some modification, the head field of pole thickness p (see Fig. 5) can be
expressed as’  ~3

H
nky

Px =  z B,n nsin-
d

sinh nn(
x + PI2d ) , - p / 2 <  x< O,O< y< d,

n r l
@a)

= $- In
x2 + (y - d)’

x2 + (y + d)’
+ z Bnncos(

nnp
-)

n = l 2d

_ k sinkdsinkx
X 2n(-)n+1 J, e --&  dk

kZ - (y)’

= Hix + Hix , OGX, OGy  ; (9b)

HPY
nry

= H,, + y Bn nncos(d) cash nn(
x + PI2

d ) , - p / 2 <  x< 0, O< y< d (10a)
n = l

= H, [tan-’  (2LJ.A)  _ tan-’  (-y-d)] +
71 X

m x + P/2 _ ksinkdcos kx
Z Bn cash nn( eVky~,x>O,y>O

n = l
d ) 2n(-)”  I,

kZ _  (3

= H; +  H; (lob)

where H& and HiY have the same meaning as noted earlier (now for a pole type head) and
d is the head-to-media spacing. The coefficients B, satisfy the relation

Brn

2  sinh (
mnp
+ =

a (-)m+r  [ EI(-)n Bncosh  (z) K,nn + Ho Lml , c !ll)

Comparison of Eqs. (5) and (10) suggests that the x-component ring head write field and y-
component pole type head write field appear to behave somewhat similarlyî,. A closer-look
at the coefficients shows that by introducing a new coefficient Ai = Bncosh(s)  we find

-_  ___ë~ -..t I
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FIG. 5 Schematic diagram of a pole type head; P: thickness of the pole piece.

that Eq. (1 1) reduces exactly to Eq. (7) in the limit of p/d >> 1, and Eq. (5b) becomes
formally identical to Eq. (lob). Note carefully, however, that the two equations refer to
different write field spaces-they are never actually identical to each other. Figure 6 shows
the variation of the y-component pole type head write field parallel to its image plane for

oj
.O

. , , .
1.0 2.0

X/P
FIG. 6 Variation of the y-component pole type head write field parallel to its image plane for several

spacings, 2y/p = 0.1, 0.3,0.5, 0.7 and 0.9 at d = p/z.

several flying heights, 2y/p = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9. Comparison of the ring head write
field versus pole type head write field is shown in Fig. 7. Curve A is for H,x vs y/g, parallel
to its image plane. Curve B is for HPY vs x/p (for p = g), along the direction of the media
motion. Curve C is for H,x vs x/g, along the direction of the media motion. The two
curves A and B are equivalent from either field symmetry or geometry considerations.ë2

The slight difference between the two curves A and B results primarily from the fact that
the pole piece of a ring head is semi-infinite in extent while for a pole type head the pole
thickness is small but finite. In a real physical world where a ring head is made up of a finite
pole tip along the y-direction, the two curves A and B may approximate even more closely
to each other, except that the curve A perhaps will never be measured, nor will it be useful.
The write field of a ring head with a finite pole piece L along the y-direction calls for a
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FIG. 7 Comparison of the write field distribution between a ring head and a pole type head. Curve A:
H,, vs y/g, parallel to its symmetric plane; Curve B: H,, vs x/p (p=p=l),  along the direction of the

media motion. Curve C: H,, vs x/g, along the direction of the media motion. Curves A and B are
equivalent but not identical. All the curves are O.lg off the head surfaces.

. minor modification to Eqs. (5) and (6). Referring to Fig. 8 we have*

2n7r 2nnx
HRx =He + F A n í -  cos- cash

n = l G G
F I cash% ,

in region A, (t2a)

HC =
RX

x - G/2
) - tan-í (

y - L/2 )I +

m 4n(-)”
C Aín-

_ ksin(kG/2)coskx

n = l G Jll kZ - (Znn/G)* e
-W-J-/2) d k  ,

in region C. (12b)
We only need to rotate the coordinate system anticlockwise by 7r/2, setting y -+ x, x h -y
and G/2 + d to obtain the corresponding pole type head write field with ease. Of course,
we have the same problem noted above becaus,e  they refer to different write field spaces.

IV. GENEALIZED POlSSION  INTEGRAL AND HEAD FIELD CALCULATION

Previously we noted the usefulness of using a rational parametric equation, Eq. (1 1),
incorporated with the Poisson integral to express a ring head field function in the half-space
above the head surface. In this section we show that the Poisson integral can be easily ex-
tended to express the head field function anywhere in space both within and outside the gap.
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FIG. 8 (a)Configuration of a ring head with a finite pole piece. L: pole thickness; G = gap width.
(b)Configuration of a pole type head with spacing d = G/2 and a keeper layer at y = 0.

region. Following Szczech et al7 and taking a contour integral C along the head pole sur-
faces as indicated in Fig. 9, we have

HJxí,  Yí)  =  - 2n c-!- I Wyk Y> K, + Hx(x, Y) k, 3 dx +

& V-$(X, Y) K, - HY (x, Y) Kz 1 dy 2

H,W  Y'> = $ E Wx(x,  Y) K, - Hy(x,  Y) KZ 1 dx +
?

; ,I [H,(x,  Y> K, + I-L& Y> K, 1 dy

where

x - XI Y -Y’
K, = (x _ xí)2  + (y - y')Z ’ K2 = (x - x)2 + (y - yí)2

and on S,

Hcsj) = (t, L/2) = AI + B, Gí/[(C,  G)’  - t2 I ,x

Hcsl’  ( t ,  L/2) = D, tG / [(E,G)’  - t2 1
Y

(13a)

(13b)

(13c)

(14a)

and on S2

I-I;ëz)  (G./2,  t)  = A2 + B2 L2/ [(C,L)2 - t2 ] , Hyz) = 0 , (14b)

and the corresponding efpressions for the field components on Sí,  and Sk, respectively. The
determination of these 8 parameters A, , B, , C, , Di , E, , AZ, Bz and C, will greatly sim-
plify the calculation of the head field components. Not surprisingly, A, , B, and C1 turn
Out to be identical to A, B and C as listed in Table I for pole thickness-to-spacing ratios > 4.
Figure 10 shows the distribution of the x-component of the field at several y values below
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FIG. 9 Contour C for the calculation of the extended Poisson  integral.

the gap face at G = 1, based on the extended Poisson integral Eq. (13) in comparison with
the Fourier series calculations with n = 200. Overall, the extent of agreement between the
two sets of curves is reasonably good. The worst relative deviation which shows up in the
curves nearest the surface at y s 0.4 at the gap center is 2.9%. Note that the Hx (0, y) value
along the symmetric line (the y-axis) is always less than the deep gap field H, (H, is nor-
malized to unity) while that of the HX (&G/2,  y) is greater than it. This statement is valid
for any ring heads. Alternatively, by equating the magnetizing field just outside the head

-FOlJFUER(N=200)
---F&QNINTEGfb%

(8FWAMEEFJSI
AM.9195

a3 A2=0.9427
d 82=0.0247

c2=o.m9
HS1=0.8375

FIG. 10 The distribution of the x-component of field at several y values below the gap face at g = 1 based
on the extended Poisson  integral, in comphison  with the Fourier series calculation at n = 200.

pole surface to the magnetization vector

H (out) (x3 Y) = 4’ M(,,(x, Y)

eqs. (13a) and (13b) can be reduced to (in cgs)

HX(xí,  yí) = -2 J M * nK1 dx - 2 I M * nK2 dy
C’ C’

(15)

(16)

-:
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with

4nM$sz’  = A3 + B3 Lz / [(C, L)’  - y2 1, MF?' = 0 , (16a)

4nMFl) = D,Gx/[(E,G)~ -x'l,M;'1)= 0 , (16b)

by taking a proper contour Cí shown in Fig. 11. Thereby the head field distribution can be
obtained self-consistently via an iteration scheme9 . In this calculation only a total of 5

parameters are needed. The values of these parameters vary slightly depending on the range
of the integration limits taken for S1 (measured from the gap center). A typical plot of the
x-component of the field distribution above the gap surface corresponding to 6, = 4G is

c’ 5 4 j ga_%___

..___&$_I  L$-----C’

FIG. 1 1 Contour Cí for self-consistent calculation of the extended Poisson integral

shown in Fig. 12. The results from FEM calculations which divides the head pole surfaces
S, and S, into 100 by 100 elements are also shown for comparison. The agreement be-
tween the two sets of curves is excellent at low spacings. Thus, with the five parameters
evaluated (for a chosen range of the integration limits S, ) the method of the extended
Poisson integral is capable of computing the magnetic field distribution with great precision
in a simple and easy way.

_ ._--
F.E.M. il fO=I-

FIG. 12 A typical plot of the ring head write field distribution at several spacings based on the self-
consistent calculation of Eq. (16). An FEM calculation result is also shown for comparison. The
inset parameters correspond to the optimum choice for self-consistancy.
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V. CONFORMALMAPPINGANDTHINFILMHEADS

A ring head with gap length g lying between two poles of potential difference -H,g/2
and H,g/2 along the x-axis in the z-plane may be transformed into a straight line along the
U-axis in the W-plane with a line current source of strength H,g passing through the origin
at U = 0 as shown in Fig. 13. The potential, function due to the line current H,g may be
expressed as

e
:y
I
I Z-plane

X

4Y
I w-pl  me
I

FIG. 13 Transformation of a ring head in the z-plane to a straight line in the W-plane with a line current

of strength H,g passing through the origin at u = 0.

4 = H8-(O -n/2) , with 0 = tan-’ (v/u) (17)
n

Thus, in the W-plane,

d@ dw
Hx_jHY = _z= - -  -

dw dz

with \

(a(w) = - j’ !I!& (lnW-j+)
7r

(18)

(19)

In the presence of a magnetic charge we resort to the Green function G to obtain the proper
potential function a. We have

a(z) = J-J-  p (xí,  y') G(W,  Wí) dxí dy’ (20)

with

G(W, Wí) = -2lnIW-WíI+2lnIW-Wí*I (21)

where Wí and Wí* are the position of the charge and its image respectively, and

a-.._
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dZ/dW  = (g/n> * d W2 - 1 / W . (22)

Give a particular geometric configuration one should be able to obtain the correspond-
ing Green function, hence the potential function and the head field distribution through eq.
(18). In a problem of practical interest, the inverse mapping function is not frequently
easily reducible to an analytic (closed) form. To facilatate  calculation, the gapped ring head
is then approximated by a simple slot plane of zero depth of the same gap length $3. With
this approximation we obtain the x-component of field as

HX = H, + Re [J p (xí, yí) (K2 - K,) dxí dy’ (23)

with the Green function K2 - KO given by

K, -K, =$ (
WZ Wí _ Wí*

w2 - 1
)

(WWí - 1) (WWí*  - 1)
(24)

. Note that the correct factor (2/ng) is given here, instead of the factor (4/ng) as erroneously
given elsewhere24.

Figure 15 shows the demagnetization field of an arctangent transition in free space (a),
in front of an infinitely permeable plane (b), and in the presence of a gapped infinite ring
head (c). By comparing (a) and (b) we notice that the presence of an image charge has the
net effect of cutting down the demagnetization field. For a gapped head the demagnetiza-
tion field becomes more negative or less positive at the position where the charge sits while
at the same time a shoulder is introduced into the field distribution on the far side of the
gap edge. The latter effect is much less pronounced than reported else-where24,  perhaps due
to the presence of the different prefactor, 2/ng, instead of 4/ng, in eq. (24) as mentioned
earlier.

In the case of a thin film head with gap length g and of pole tip p, one can proceed as
follows25  (Fig. 14).

YA( e Z-Plane

V
* W-plane

.

FIG. 14 Transformation of a thin film head system in the z plane to a straight line in the w planeí.

---i _
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FIG. 15 Demagnetization field of an arctangent transition: a) in free space b) in the presence of an infin,
itely permeable plane, c) in the presence of a gapped head of infinite permeability.

Letting h, = g/2, hz = p + g/2, the positions on the x-axis in the z-plane (h, , O)Jh,  ,
O), (0, 0), (-h, , 0) and (-h, , 0) may be transformed to the u-axis on the w-plane as (h, 0),
(1, O), (0, 0), (- 1 , 0), (4, 0). We then have

Z = Z, + A (w - l)ì2  - (+) X In [(W - l)ì2  (Wí - X2 )li2

+wz l+hZ ] +Aln[(w  -1)Y; -x*)1í*  +x l+h* ,}
2

where the real part and the imaginary part of z. are, respectively,

Z01 = h, (1 + c), Zoi  = -5 [cln (c2 - 1 + c (c’  - 1 )l” ) + ln (c’ - 1)1í2  I )
n

and

A=_i_ h1
IT c+(cZ -1)ì2’

h ,  =g/2,c= 1+2p/g,h=c+(c2  - l)ì2

(25)

(26)

In Fig. 16 we show in solid lines the plot of the x-component of the thin film head
field at various flying heights for p = g. The field distribution in a region between the gaps
above the head is practically similar to the Fan field, while outside the gap and beyond the
pole tip, it turns quite dissimilar and becomes negative.

To carry out the actual calculation for, the thin film head field via the Christoffel-
Schwarz transformation method is, however, not always an easy matter, because there is no
easy way to find the inverse mapping function W(z). To simplify the procedure, an in-
genious parametric field equation, similar to that given for the ring head, was recently pro-
posed26,  giving

[A+ Bg2
(cg)2  - t2 I Hsy -.g/2 G t < g/2;

H.#, 0) = 0 g/2 < t < g/2 + p; (27)

Y--_-_
. .
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[ g @
3 Hs , t 2 g/2 + p .

(Z+p)E-t

solid:conformal  mapping
dashed: s.1. ( f i t t i n g  )

FIG. 16 The x-component thin film head field at several spacings for p = g. Solid lines: conformal  mapp
ing, dashed lines: parametric field equation using eq. (27).

The dashed lines in Fig. 16 show the results of the calculation from substituting eq. (27) for
eq. (9) by least square fitting the parameters for A, B, C, D and E as listed below:

P = (g)
1.0
1.5
2.0

D D
0.05753 0.9400
0.05640 0.9415
0.05530 0.9430

Approximately, the parameters D and E can be expressed as

D = -0.00223 (p/g) + 0.05976
E = 0.0030 (p/g) + 0.9370

while the parameters A, B and C are unchanged from those given previously. Figure 17
shows, comparison of the result of similar calculations for p = g, 1.5g and 2.Og. Clearly, the
calculation using the parametric equation is as good as can be expected.
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Y=O.O59

pmg b=0.05753 E=0.9400

"1 \ p=l.Sg 0=0.05&0 E=0.9415

v

d
i I p=2.Og D=O.O5530 E=0.9430

?
e1 \

FIG. 17 The x-component thin film head field at p = g, 1 .Sg and 2.Og. Solid lines: conformal  mapping,
dashed lines: parametric field equation.

VI. MAGNETORESISTIVE HEADS

The operational principle of a magnetoresistive (MR) head can be stated as follows:
The effective magnetoresistance change in the MR element and the demagnetization field
H,, produced by magnetic reversals in the storage medium are related by

A P/P = @P/P),, siníe (17)

H, = Ho s i n 0 (18)

where H,, = NYM, + H,, NY being the demagnetization factor of the MR element, M0 is the
saturation magnetization, H, is the anisotropic field, and .O is the angle between M and the
current density vector J in the MR element (see Fig. 18). Upon application of an appro-
priate bias field to maintain optimum sensitivity at 0 - n/4, a linearized readout variable

voltage AV can be expressed asI

FIG. 18 Configuration of an MR element.
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AV = -(fi JLAp/H,)  H,, (19)

Much of the work on MR heads is related to the evaluation of H,, enhancement of the
signal-to-noise (SN) ratio and increasing the signal resolution. The latter is usually effective-

ly accomplished by providing magnetic shields to the MR element14, known as the shielded
MR heads (see Fig. 19). Alternatively, it maybe approached from either the time domain15
or the frequency domain16 compensation scheme, by the delay-line approach17 or by the
so-called cosine equalizer18. In order to increase the SN ratio shielded dual-element MR
heads with different circuital arrangement and sensing schemeslg  have been devised to cut
down thermal noise with considerable success. Presently we will discuss mainly the shielded
MR head, while the yoke MR head2’ and the barber pole head2’  will not be touched.

Bl4SED FiRELEMENT

FIG. 19 Configuration of a shielded MR transducer.

VII. UNSHIELDED MR HEADS

The average readout signal field maybe approximated as

I-$ (j7) = _-!-

i i

x+tí2  dx
w t

d+sí2+w  Hy(X,  y) dy
(20)

x - t / 2 d+b  12

where H, (x, y) given by Eq. (18), is the demagnetization field due to magnetization reversal
in the storage medium. For an isolated arctangent transition,

M=-

Mr LnI-$(x,  Y) =  2n

x2 + (y + 6 /2 + a)’

x2 +(ly -S/2 I +a)’
(21)

VIII. SHIELDED MR HEADS

A typical MR head configuration and its corresponding magnetic potential is shown in
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Fig. 20. Since the hed gap length is relatively narrow, the magnetic scalar potential f(x)
versus g is approximately linear, the head system maybe looked upon as two ring heads in

2T
-clc

FIG.
Y (a)

20 Coordinate systeri? and

series. We haveI

f(x) = fO(x  +; + T) - fO(x  - + - T) (22)

The corresponding head gap field H, (x, y) may be written as

H&Y) =  H,Jx+;+ T,Y~H,C-;--T,Y)  . (23)

where H, is the head gap field due to a conventional ring head. The average.induced  flux
as sensed by the MR element is

~-co LM (x - 7 Y) Hx (x, Y) dx

= 4h0 (x + 3 + T) - &,O (x -; - T,

1 K
=-

V _m
[e(x+$+ T)-e(x-$  -T)] d x (24)

in which e(x) is the readout signal from aíconventional ring head at the position x, and v is
the relative velocity of the head-media system. Alternatively, by expressing the magnetic
scalar potential 4(x, y) in terms of a 2-dim Green function and the surface scalar potential

f(x) by

y* + (t - x>*
dt

the induced voltage can be written as22

yf(t) aM

y* +  (t - x)* a x

(25)

(26)
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where K is an appropriate constant and the magnetic surface scalar potential f(x) is

i

VT
v+_-5) T<t<T+g

g g

V 3 -T< t< T

f(t) =
v+VT+ -5) -T-g<tt-T

g g

(27)

LO otherwise

The equivalent head field function can be easily obtained via

H(x,y) = -A@ (x, Ií> (28)

For a thin film disk at low spacings (or in contact reading) the head field function may be
reasonably approximated as

M* x+g+T a
Hy(x,y)  =F I I2 +a2

Ln (y + s/2)2  + (x - xí)2  dx’

x - g - T X (y - 6 /2)2 + (x - xí)2
(29)

Figure 21 shows the half-width distribution of the head field function versus gap width g
corresponding to Eqs. (23), (28) and (29), denoted respectively as methods 1, 2, and 3, at
the prescribed input data. For narrow gap widths curves from the three methods agree

00 20 4.0 69 8.0 101)
GAP WlDTH

FIG. 2 1 Comparison of the half width distribution versus gap width variation corresponding to Eq. (23),
(method I), Eq. (28) (method 2) and Eq. (29) (method 3) for a shielded MR head.

reasonably well, with the first two methods virtually yielding identical set of curves. As the
gap-width broadens the curves start to part company with only method 3 showing signs of
a saturation effect. Figure 22 shows comparison between the two sets of curves. If both
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the coating thickness and spacing are small the two cílrres  show reasonable agreement, as
show in Fig(a). Otherwise the relative deviation becomes substantial as reflected in Fig. (b).

FIG.

mdhd 2

tllocl 3

_.~ QO 29 4.0 6.0 8.0 lo.0 0.04 8 c 1 -1
X 0.0 20 4.0 6.0 El0 I@”

22 Comparison of the y-component of the head field between methods 1 and 3. (a) Both the coating
thickness and spacing are small. (b) Either coating thickness and/or spacing are not small.

In summary, the methods described above all yield reasonably good results at high
density readouts whenever the gap-width is narrow. However, when it becomes width the
methods (1) and (2) fail badly because the linearity assumption between the magnetic
surface scalar potential versus the gap-width is no longer valid. By comparison, Eq. (29)
yields correct results at any gap-width values as long as the effective spacing, i.e., spacing
plus media thickness, is small.
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